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into writing, namely, What place with regard to the Seym did
the Chief of the State and the party heads hold respectively?
On June 12 Pilsudski asked the Seym to interpret the Third
Article of the Little Constitution which stated that "The Chief
of the State designates the whole Government on the basis of an
understanding with the Seym."
The Seym remitted the subject to the Constitutional Com-
mission, which reached no agreement and in its turn referred the
matter to a Sub-Commission—with the same result; but on
June 16 the Seym in full session passed by 188 votes to 179 a
resolution which read: "The initiative, so far as the nomination
of the Prime Minister is concerned, belongs in principle to the
Chief of the State, but if the Chief of the State does not make a
nomination or if his nominee is not accepted by the Seym or by
the organ created by it, then it is this organ which, by a majority
of votes, designates the Prime Minister." The organ mentioned
was an innovation; it was created on June 16, and was called the
Principal Commission; on June 24 it voted unanimously that
Pilsudski should be invited to exercise the initiative in the forma-
tion of a Government.
THE SLIWINSKI CABINET
On June 26 Pilsudski nominated as Cabinet-maker Sliwinski,
Vice-President of Warsaw, who immediately began negotiations
with the various parties, and by June 26 could count on 226
deputies, while the Opposition numbered 188 deputies. In
Sliwinski's Cabinet Narutowicz replaced Skirmunt as Foreign
Minister, and Jastrzembski succeeded Michalski as Finance
Minister.
The new Government presented itself to Pilsudski on June 30,
and to the Seym on July 5. On July 7 the Seym passed a vote of
non-confidence in the Government by 201 votes to 195; the
Cabinet at once resigned. Pilsudski accepted the resignation, and
called on the Seym to appoint another Prime Minister.
After several days of difficult negotiations the Seym nominated
Korfanty for the Premiership; he had the support of 219 votes
against 205 of the deputies. When Pilsudski was informed of the

